Cholesterol is essential in formation and stabilization of raft-like structures in membranes. It is known with certainty that the formation of raft-like domains is due to preferential interaction of cholesterol with the saturated and unsaturated chains. In this study we computed the free energy of transfer of cholesterol in lipid bilayers with varying degrees of saturation. We used the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) to compute these free energy profiles. These simulations consisted of hydrated bilayers made up of 200 lipids of different chain saturations. In particular we used DPPC, POPC and DOPC lipid bilayers with two cholesterol molecules symmetrically transferred. Our calculations showed energy and entropic components of free energy and demonstrate the role of lipid-lipid interactions in the transfer process.
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Influence of α-helical Transmembrane Peptides on the Affinity of Sterols for Phospholipid Bilayers
Joel H. Nystrom, Thomas K.M. Nyholm.
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It is well known that lipids can segregate laterally into nanoscopic domains or different phases. Yet very little is known about proteins can influence the lateral organization in cellular membranes. As most biomembranes contain relatively high concentrations of transmembrane proteins it is important to learn more about how lipid-protein interplay affects the lateral organization in membranes.

Cholesterol is thought to have an important role in lateral organization of eukaryotic cell membranes. As cholesterol also has been implicated to take part in the sorting of cellular transmembrane proteins it is a good starting point to determine how transmembrane proteins influence the lateral sorting of cholesterol in phospholipid bilayers. Insight into this can be obtained by studying how cholesterol segregation in a bilayer membrane is affected by different composition in the presence of different transmembrane peptides, mimicking the transmembrane helices of proteins. For this purpose an assay, in which the partitioning of the fluorescent cholesterol analogue cholestatrienol (CTL) between large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) and methyl-β-cyclodextrin (CD) can be measured, has been developed. The partition assay showed that CTL partition preferably into fluid phospholipid bilayers with a more ordered acyl chain region, as has been observed previously with cholesterol. It is known that proteins can decrease or increase the order in lipid bilayers and that the nature of this effect is dependent on both the structure of the protein and the composition of the bilayer. In order to assess how such protein induced order changes in the lipid bilayer affects cholesterol partitioning we have measured CTL’s affinity for bilayers with varying lipid composition and containing various transmembrane peptides.
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A 2h-nmr Study Of Ppoe/sterol Membranes: Some Exciting Anomalies
Mehran Shaghagi, Martin J. Zuckermann, Jenifer Thewalt.
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In a recent article [1], Y-W Hsueh et al showed that the 2H-NMR order parameter, M1, of 1-[2H3]palmitoyl, 2-oleoyl, sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine (POPC)/ergosterol multi-bilayers at 250°C increased linearly as a function of ergosterol concentration to 25 mol%, but did not increase further when more ergosterol was added. By contrast, M1 for POPC/cholesterol bilayers increases linearly to at least 50% sterol. Now the structural difference between cholesterol and ergosterol is that ergosterol has an additional double bond in its fused ring (C7-8) and a trans double bond (C22-23) plus a methyl group (at C24) in its alkyl chain. The question then arises as to which of these structural changes is responsible for the observed saturation of the order parameter in POPC/cholesterol bilayers. In [1] it was shown that the M1 of POPC/7-dehydrocholesterol (7-DHC) multilayers behaves similarly to that of POPC/cholesterol, increasing linearly with [7-DHC]. Note that 7-DHC has an ergosterol fused ring structure but a cholesterol alkyl tail. To further explore this phenomenon, we determined the sterol concentration dependence of POPC containing brassicasterol, a phytosterol that has the same fused ring structure as cholesterol with the alkyl tail of ergosterol [2]. We found that POPC/brassicasterol bilayers exhibit the same saturation behavior in M1 at 250°C as POPC/ergosterol bilayers, but at a lower value of M1. We are in the process of examining POPC/campesterol bilayers to evaluate the role of the C22-23 trans double bond in the saturation effect. Other sterols are also being investigated in order to understand the sensitivity of POPC/sterol membranes to the sterol’s alkyl tail structure.

[2] We are most grateful to Till Boecking for suggesting brassicasterol for this study.
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The Dynamic Stability of Cholesterol Clusters in DPPC Lipid Bilayers Studied by Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Jian Dai, Juyang Huang.
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The dynamic stability of cholesterol clusters in DPPC lipid bilayers was investigated by MD simulation. Two parallel simulations were performed at 20 mole % of cholesterol in one system, cholesterol molecules were initially arranged as clusters, and in the other, cholesterol were randomly placed. Any two cholesterol molecules in the same monolayer are assigned to the same cluster if their lateral separation is less than a predetermined cutoff distance. The results show that cholesterol clusters in DPPC bilayers are unstable and are ready to disperse into individual cholesterol even at the early stage of the simulation. In the cluster system, the average size of cholesterol cluster decreases monotonously and the number of clusters increases with time, approaching the corresponding values of the random system. In addition, cholesterol in cluster experience more water exposure, and this unfavorable exposure is reduced when individual cholesterol are surrounded by DPPC molecules. The result is consistent with the Umbrella Model, which suggests that, driven by hydrophobic interactions, cholesterol have a strong tendency to avoid forming cluster in a lipid bilayer.
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Effects of seaweed sterols fucosterol And desmesterol on lipid membranes
Adam C. Simonsen, Luis A. Bagatolli, Lars Dueland, Olav Garvik, John Ipsen, Ole G. Mouritsen.
MEMPHYS, University of Southern Denmark, Odense M, Denmark.
All eukaryotes universally contain large amounts (20-30%) of higher sterols in their plasma membranes. It remains a mystery why different eukaryotic kingdoms have chosen different higher sterols for their membrane reinforcement, such as cholesterol in animals, ergosterol in fungi, phytosterols in plants, and e.g. desmosterol and fucosterol in algae. We have used a range of biophysical techniques, including calorimetry, fluorescence microscopy, atomic-force microscopy and vesicle-fluctuation analysis, to assess the various physical effects of fucosterol on lipid membranes. Fucosterol and desmosterol induce acyl-chain order in liquid membranes, but less effectively than cholesterol in the order: cholesterol > desmosterol > fucosterol, reflecting the different molecular structure of the sterols. Fucosterol is much poorer that cholesterol to mechanically stiffen membranes. Both fucosterol and desmosterol are found to support liquid-ordered membrane phases and induce coexistence between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains, a necessary requirement for forming small-scale domain structures which are believed to be important for membrane function.
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Making A Permanent Membrane Raft from Tethered Cholesterol
Xiaoyang Zhu1, Yang Deng2, Bryan Holtz2, Yini Wang2, Athena Guo3.
1University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA, 2MicroSurfaces, Inc, Minneapolis, MN, USA.
It is well established that the presence of cholesterol increases the stability and rigidity of liposomes by increasing their area-expansion modulus and bending energies. In nature, cholesterol molecules in the cell membrane are known to phase separate into cholesterol rich and cholesterol deficient domains, leading to the formation of "rafts". Here, we demonstrate the creation of a permanent raft, i.e., a robust supported lipid bilayer, using immobilized and dispersed cholesterol groups covalently anchored to a hydrophobic polymer brush. This allows a uniform interaction of cholesterol groups with the entire bottom leaflet of an supported lipid bilayer (SLB). When the surface cholesterol concentration is 0.3 per square nanometer or higher, we obtain an stable SLB while maintaining fluidity of the lipid membrane environment. The fluidic and air-stable SLB is not only a robust model for biophysical studies of membranes, but also an efficient cell-mimicking platform for high throughput analysis.
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Lateral Pressure Profile In Membrane With Lipids Interdigitation: Analytical Derivation
Sergi I. Mukhin, Boris B. Kheyfets.
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We derive analytically thermodynamic characteristics of a lipid bilayer membrane with interdigitation: lipid tails of the opposite monolayers interpenetrate. To allow for interdigitation, our microscopic model of bilayer treats lipids as semi-flexible chains with tails linked across the mid-plane of the membrane. We found striking difference between lateral pressure profiles for linked and not linked chains in the vicinity of the monolayers interface, see figure. Lateral pressure mid-plane peak disappears in the linked-tails case, while the free energy per chain increases by amount \( \Delta F_{\text{inter}} \sim \delta \Gamma \) (per chain). This is purely entropic contribution to the free energy due to linking of the opposite chains. From this we deduced critical pressure capable of forcing interdigitation to a depth of a single lipid-chain CH2-CH2 segment of a volume \( \Delta \Gamma \sim 70 \ell_A \), \( P_{\text{crit}} = \Delta F_{\text{inter}} / \Delta \Gamma \sim 3.5 \text{MPa} \), in good agreement with experiment in DPPC bilayer (Chemistry Letters. Vol. 37 (2008), p.604, Nobutake Tamai et al.). We also studied geometric constraints imposed by the balance between the